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CHINA’S WAR AMBITIONS – RACIAL BIO WEAPONS 
 

In a report by Matthew Tye* we are hearing serious information about the way in 

which The People’s Republic of China is preparing itself to be the major political 

and military influence in the world.  

For those of us who are far too busy to print the report out and sit to read it from 

a sheet or two of A4, we give the current link here: 

https://youtu.be/biNxl7tiVSY 

Because the present ‘online’ climate has become fragile, we have also taken the 

trouble to write out the essence of the report in a slightly old-fashioned way, just 

in case… 

In layman’s language, then, we hear that the University of Wisconsin has apparently 

been awarded $215m to work on the development of gene manipulation – outside of 

the human body. What seems to be very generous is that the work and findings of 

the Wisconsin scientists is also being made available to their opposite numbers – in 

China. There seem to be links to similar data in other US research facilities – Johns 

Hoskins, Mount Sinai, the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia are quoted as a 

representative sample. 

This means that the DNA data of United States citizens can be available for the PRC 

boffins to work on… Think about that for a moment. 

[Now cast your mind back to 2018, when the Bill Gates Foundation made a 

presentation in New York, illustrating how it might be necessary for the world to 

prepare itself for a major epidemic: oddly, just such a scenario as is being played 

out in 2020-2021 right before our eyes.] 

It might be wise then, to be thinking of how nations can deal with a benign ‘medical’ 

improvement, should the atmosphere change in international politics. Remember, 

https://youtu.be/biNxl7tiVSY
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it is only a few weeks ago that Australia poked the ‘panda’ and that the panda 

responded by launching an intercontinental device which passed directly over the 

city of Sydney, albeit with its nuclear warhead not attached.] 

Returning to the text in hand, one military officer – Colonel Guo Ji Wei – smiling 

benignly at the camera, gave this steely appraisal of the potential horrors ahead in 

the next generation of weaponry development: 

“University of Wisconsin scientists have MADE exogenous (test-tube) naked DNA and 

have injected it into veins for easy access into muscle cells for gene therapy. By 

combining this knowledge and particle-gun technology, we could create a 

microbullet out of a 1-UM (micrometre) tungsten or gold (these two have almost 

identical density) ion, on whose surface plasmid DNA or naked DNA could be 

precipitated and deliver the bullet via a gunpowder explosion, electronic 

transmission or high-pressured gas to penetrate the (human) body surface. We could 

then release DNA molecules to integrate with the host’s cells by blood circulation 

and cause disease or injury by controlling genes. 

“The weaponization of biological bodies will become a reality in the future… New, 

non-traditional forms of confrontation, such as biological attack, biological 

destruction and ecological control will become possible. Biotech weapons can cause 

destruction that is both more powerful and more ‘civilized’ than that caused by 

conventional killing methods such as gunpowder or nuclear weapons. 

“The increased pace of development of modern biotechnology tells us that the day 

on which we will begin to make full military use of its advantages is not too far off. 

We believe that command of military biotechnology is a reasonable scientific 

presumption, not a scientific illusion. 

“Through gene manipulation we can attack or injure one or more key physiological 

functions (e g: the ability to learn, to memorize or to keep one’s balance or perform 

fine motor activities) when attacking an enemy with biotech military weapons. We 
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could cause physiological dysfunction by producing an ultra-micro damaging effect 

to a gene’s or a protein’s structure and their functioning. 

“Precision injury and ultra-micro damage are two vulnerating methods based on 

genomics and proteomics, unlike weapons that use ammunition whose damaging 

effects can only be ascertained after shooting. We can test in a laboratory the 

degree of damage which bioweapons produce. We can control the degree of injuries 

and damage produced and even provide an antidote or a cure (such as a vaccine, a 

counter-vulnerating agent or a piece of bio-information): providing such an 

anodyne would represent real ‘mercy’. 

“China should not hesitate – if it should have to defend itself – to use as many means 

of warfare as possible, including weapons which are not ‘permitted’ by international 

law and the ‘rules of war’ such as chemical and biological weapons.” 

Matthew Tye also points out that the $215m invested by the US government in this 

type of research amounts to just 2% of what the PRC has invested along the same 

lines. 

We might just conclude from this information that the ‘SARS-CoV2 – Covid-19 

‘pandemic’ will finally amount to nothing more than China’s ‘dry-run’ testing. 

• Matthew Tye  - is Matthew Tye from Laowhy86. He is a human rights advocate for China. 

He lived in China for 10 years, and watched it change from an opening and liberalizing society 

into regression and authoritarianism. His channel explains China, Chinese culture, Chinese 

politics, and decodes Chinese propaganda so that you are armed with the knowledge to 

identify it.  

• http://twitter.com/laowhy86 

•  http://instagram.com/laowhy86  

• http://facebook.com/laowhy86  

 

Remember – do your own research! 

http://twitter.com/laowhy86
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